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a b s t r a c t

We have used Doppler-broadening of the positron-electron annihilation radiation technique and VASP
calculations to verify the previously reported vacancy formation enthalpy Hf

v in polycrystalline depleted
uranium. Experimentally we have confirmed a Hf

v of (1.6 ± 0.2) eV. VASP calculations using GGA and LDA
approximations gave vacancy formation enthalpies values of 1.98 eV and 2.22 eV respectively. We found
residual oxygen in the sample diminished these values by 50% or more. Our new experimental and
theoretical data supports the notion that oxygen impurities in the sample are responsible for lower
values of vacancy formation enthalpies. Measured and calculated vacancy formation enthalpies, as well
as the obtained oxygen migration enthalpy of (0.6 ± 0.1) eV, are compared and discussed with values
reported in the literature.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Metallic uranium and various uranium oxides have been studied
with theoretical and experimental techniques to better charac-
terize the elemental properties. Pure uranium has three phases
from ambient temperature up to its melting point of 1407 K [1e3]
(see Table 1). The g phase of uranium is stable only at high tem-
peratures and is thermodynamically unstable at low temperatures
[4]. When alloyed with Zr or Mo, the bcc g phase can become stable
at lower temperatures. A stable g phase is desired for reactor en-
gineering and design due to its isotropic swelling behavior [4,5].

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) techniques have been
used to characterize defect properties in uranium. Doppler-
Broadening of the Annihilation Radiation (DBAR) enables
und).
calculations of vacancy concentration and formation enthalpies
[6,7]. Matter et al. [1] and K€ogel et al. [2] studied relatively large
cylinders (3451 mm3 for K€ogel and 3015 mm3 for Matter) of poly-
crystalline uranium samples. After annealing to remove stresses,
strains, and impurities, they employed DBAR to extract the vacancy
formation enthalpy. Both authors observed discontinuities in their
data at phase transition temperatures but with differing values in
their measured enthalpies; Matter et al. is 400% larger than that
measured by K€ogel et al.

As suggested in our previous work [8], it is possible the dis-
crepancies between the two measured vacancy formation en-
thalpies could be due to the oxygen impurities remaining in their
larger samples.

In fact, Matter briefly discussed that the impurities in his sample
would generally lead to an enthalpy value smaller than for the pure
metallic uranium. With this understanding, he estimated the true
value of the formation enthalpy would lie somewhere between 1
and 1.3eV.
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High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) by
Senanayake et al. [9] shows a decrease in the oxygen and uranium
binding energy, along with an increase in the rate of oxygen
diffusion from the bulk to the surface, at temperatures greater than
400 K. Our group reported an increase in the DBAR line shape
parameter between 400 and 500 K for a uranium sample with an
oxide surface layer [8], indicating increasing vacancies due to ox-
ygen desorption from the bulk to the surface which support Sen-
anayake's findings.

In this paper, we discuss the methods used to measure the va-
cancy formation enthalpies and present new experimental and
theoretical data supporting the notion that oxygen impurities lead
to a lower measured value of the formation enthalpy. A comparison
for measured and calculated vacancy formation enthalpies, as well
as oxygen migration enthalpies, is also presented.
2. Methods and experiment

Uranium foil samples of 150 mm thickness were purchased from
International Bio-Analytical Industries and cut into 4 cm2 squares.
The samples were mounted to a heating stage with Ta wire and
placed in the mono-energetic positron beam line at Washington
State University under a vacuum of 10�8 Torr. For the temperature
scans, the beam energy was set to implant positrons at a mean
positron implantation depth of 1.7 mm (66 keV). This value was
calculated using [6],

< z> ¼ 40
r
E1:6 (1)

where r is the density in g/cm3 and E is the energy of the positron
beam in keV, <z> is given in nm. The samples were heated to
various temperatures at heating rates of 1 K/min, and cooled to
room temperature at the same rate. For a more detailed description
of the samples and the beam line, please see Ref. [8].

Uranium has a high atomic number and the positron implan-
tation energies used varied up to 70 keV. Because of this and the
positron backscattering probability increases with atomic number
and incident energy, there is a probability incoming positrons will
scatter from the surface of the uranium sample and annihilate
elsewhere producing a perturbed radiation peak that is not a true
representation of the uranium sample. To ensure the data collected
were not distorted from positron backscattering, a coincidence
measurement was performed with two high purity germanium
detectors.
3. Theory background

3.1. Diffusion in uranium

The diffusion of atoms and vacancies in the bulk of a substrate
can be modeled using Fick's 1st Law,

J ¼ DV4 (2)

or Fick's 2nd law, also known as the diffusion equation,
Table 1
Uranium phases.

Phase Temperature (K) Structure Volume (Å3)

a Up to 941 Orthorhombic 83.005 ± 0.003
b 941e1048 Tetragonal 654.716 ± 0.003
g 1048e1407 Body centered cubic 43.763 ± 0.006
vt4 ¼ DV24 (3)

Here J is the flux of the atoms, 4 is the concentration of the
diffusing atoms, and D is the temperature dependent diffusion
coefficient that contains the diffusion mechanism activation en-
ergy. This will be discussed in further detail later. The solution to
these equations is usually assumed to be separable into two func-
tions, one function is time dependent and the other is spatially
dependent. The solutions can be very complicated and are deter-
mined by initial boundary conditions. Assuming homogeneous
radial diffusion of the vacancies, the solution to Equation (3) for
constant temperatures is an infinite series of Bessel functions
[10e12]. The lowest root of the Bessel functionwill be the dominant
term and the complex function can be approximated as

CvðtÞyC0

�
1� exp

��t
tD

��
: (4)

Here Cv(t) is the vacancy concentration at a given time, C0 is the
initial vacancy concentration, tD ¼ a2D is the characteristic time
constant required to achieve a vacancy equilibrium. a2 depends on
the geometry and is the lowest root to the Bessel function solution
that solves Equation (3). This equation assumes the vacancies
originate from a source such as free surfaces, grain boundaries, or
free dislocations. The diffusion coefficient, D, is temperature
dependant and therefore Equation (4) is a function of time and
temperature for constant geometry configurations.

3.2. Impurity migration

When mobile, impurities diffuse from the bulk to the surface
and will eventually desorb from the material into vacuum where
they are pumped away. This process will eventually remove a
majority of the impurities from uranium, and leave vacancies in the
bulk. The impurities need to acquire enough energy to become
mobile in the bulk uranium. One way an impurity can acquire this
energy is from thermal excitation. To describe impurity migration
in uranium for the initial heating of the sample, we can utilize
Equation (4) with D being the thermally activated macroscopic
defect diffusion coefficient [13,14],

D ¼ D0 exp
��Hm

kbT

�
: (5)

Here D0 is the pre-exponential factor containing the migration
entropy, the attempt frequency, and the square of the jump dis-
tance. Hm, is the migration enthalpy, kb is Boltzmann's constant,
and T is the absolute temperature. Because impurities such as ox-
ygen diffuse in uranium by vacancy hopping [13], the macroscopic
diffusion coefficient is the product of the vacancy concentration
and the atomic diffusion coefficient DA [14],

D ¼ CvDA; (6)

When the sample is cooled down, however, there are few in-
terstitials to fill in the newly created vacancies. This would leave the
sample with more vacancies than it had initially.

3.3. Thermal vacancy formation

The previous section describes how vacancies can be created for
an impurity-saturated sample. For the case of a sample treated so
that very few impurities remain, the primary mechanism to create
new vacancies is to thermally activate them by heating the sample.
The thermally activated vacancy concentration is given by,
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Cv ¼ C0
v exp

�Hf
v

; (7)
 
kbT

!

Cv is the concentration of vacancy defects, C0
v is the pre-exponential

factor containing the vacancy formation entropy, Hf
v is the vacancy

formation enthalpy, kb is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the abso-
lute temperature. A detailed explanation of using positron tech-
niques for measuring vacancy formation enthalpies can be found in
Ref. [10]. When the temperature increases, more vacancies appear
at a faster rate, and, when the temperature is cooled, those va-
cancies are filled in by interstitials. We now turn our attention to
techniques used to probe vacancies.

3.4. Positron annihilation spectroscopy

When positrons are implanted into a material, they are attracted
to open spaces such as vacancies and voids. When the positrons are
trapped in the open spaces, the lifetime (time before it annihilates
with an electron) is increased and the annihilation radiation peak
centered at 511 keV becomes narrower. Defining the line shape
parameter (S-parameter) and the wing parameter (W-parameter)
as is customary [6,7,11], we see an increase in the S-parameter (and
a decrease in the W-parameter) indicates a higher concentration of
vacancies and/or larger vacancies.

From Equation (7), there is a relation between the concentration
of vacancies and the annihilation parameter,

Cv ¼ lb
m

�
FðTÞ � FbðTÞ
FvðTÞ � FðTÞ

�
: (8)

Here m is the specific positron trapping coefficient, Cv is again the
concentration of vacancy defects, lb is the bulk annihilation rate,
F(T) is either the temperature dependent S-parameter or the W-
parameter, Fb is the chosen annihilation parameter for the bulk, and
Fv is the annihilation parameter when all positrons annihilate in
vacancies. Depending on the mechanism for creating vacancies, we
combine Equations (5), (6) and (8), or Equations (7) and (8) to solve
for F(T) as a function of temperature,

FðTÞ ¼
FbðTÞ þ FvðTÞxi exp

�
�Hi
kbT

�

1þ xi exp
�
�Hi
kbT

� : (9)

Here we have defined xf ¼ Cvml�1
b , and xm ¼ D0mðDAlbÞ�1 as the

modified pre-exponential factor for the vacancy formation (xf) or
impurity migration (xm) respectively. Hi represents either the va-
cancy formation enthalpy (Hf

v) or the migration enthalpy (Hm).
Extracting Fb(T) and Fv(T) from the data, and assigning Hi and xi as
fitting variables, Equation (9) was fit to the temperature dependent
PAS data to find both Hf

v and Hm using the S and W parameters.
Increasing the temperature will increase the diffusion coeffi-

cient and the impurities will migrate in the sample at a rate
determined by the temperature. As time evolves, the impurities
may leave the sample into the vacuum and a vacancy saturation
level will eventually be obtained. We can combine Equation (4)
with Equation (8) to solve for the annihilation parameter as a
function of time for vacancies caused by impurity migration,

FðtÞ ¼
Fb þ Fvj

�
1� exp

�
�t
tD

��

1þ j

�
1� exp

�
�t
tD

�� : (10)
Here we define j ¼ C0ml
�1
b , and tD is again the characteristic time

constant as in Equation (4). To check the validity of the experi-
mental data, we must compare the results to theoretical
calculations.
4. Computational methods and results

Theoretical calculations were carried out to determine the va-
cancy formation enthalpy of metallic uranium in the a-U phase. The
projector augmented wave (PAW) method [15] was applied within
the density functional theory [16,17] framework in the Vienna ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP) [18e20]. Calculations were per-
formed using the Perdew-Wang (PW91) [21] generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) description of the exchangeecorrelation. The
uranium PAW pseudopotential with the 6s26p65f36d17 s2 valence
electronic configuration and a [Xe,5d,4f] core was used. For the
calculations, we considered an energy cutoff of 500 eV and the
convergence with respect to the self-consistent iterations was
“accepted” for a total energy difference between cycles lower than
1 x 10�5eV.

The crystal structure of the a-U phase is a face-center ortho-
rhombic structure with a conventional unit cell containing four
atoms (A20 Strukturbericht designation, Cmcm space group and
oC4 Pearson symbol). For our calculations, a 72 atom supercell
(3� 3� 2 unit cells) was used. A relaxation for the entire supercell,
allowing the atoms themselves to relax, and, also allowing the
volume and shape of the supercell to change, was performed. These
calculations were made for various k-point meshes (3 � 3 � 3,
6 � 6 � 6 and 9 � 9 � 9). The first results were the calculated
equilibrium lattice parameters (a,b,c and y) and the volume per
atom. The results obtained for these parameters were: a ¼ 2.810 Å,
b ¼ 5.867 Å, c ¼ 4.905 Å, and y ¼ 0.098 (unitless internal param-
eter). The volume per atom calculated was 19.95 Å3. These results
are in excellent agreement with those calculated by Taylor [22] and
measured by Barrett et al. [23].

With the aim to get a value for the vacancy formation enthalpy
Hf
v, a mono-vacancy was introduced into a supercell and a struc-

tural relaxation of the atomic positions was performed. The for-
mation energy for a monovacancy is defined as [24].

Evac⊡ ¼ EðUN�1⊡Þ þ N � 1
N

EðUNÞ; (11)

where EðUN�1⊡Þ is the total energy of an (N-1) uranium supercell
containing a monovacancy, and EðUNÞ is the total energy of an ideal
uranium supercell containing N lattice sites. To guarantee a good
convergence of the Hf

v value, different k-points meshes were tested.
Specifically, 6 � 6 � 6, 9 � 9 � 9 and 11 � 11 � 11 Monkhorst-Pack
k-point meshes were used. The vacancy formation enthalpy was
calculated to be 1.98eV. When the local density approximation
(LDA) of Ceperley and Alder [25,26] was used for our calculations,
the vacancy formation enthalpy was 2.22 eV. In general for pure
metals, the LDA gives higher values for the vacancy formation
enthalpy than the GGA does; in some cases (e.g. Pt, Pd and Mo), the
difference is significant, up to 30e40% [27].

To understand the influence of the oxygen on the vacancy for-
mation enthalpy, we calculated Hf

v in an oxygen doped a-uranium
supercell. To this aim, we choose two different positions for the O
atom impurity: i) a vacancy near an O substitutional, and ii) a va-
cancy near an O interstitial.

i) We create an oxygen doped a-uranium supercell by substituting
one of the uranium atoms by an oxygen atom. Then a vacancy
was created by removing one neighboring uranium atom.
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ii) We introduce an impurity O atom in an interstitial position in
the same crystal structure described above. Specifically, we
added an O atom in the I4 interstitial position, (0.5, 0.2904,
0.3830) of the primitive a-uranium cell usually called “the free
space defect” [28,29]. In a second step, following the procedure
described in i), a vacancy was created in the supercell by
removing one uranium atom neighboring the oxygen interstitial
atom.

For the case i), (O substitutional) the vacancy formation
enthalpy value obtained for the oxygen-doped vacancy using GGA
was 1.7 eV. For case ii), (O interstitial) the calculated value of Hf

v
strongly diminishes to 0.8 eV. Summarizing, the presence of one O
impurity atom neighbor to a vacancy in the a-uranium supercell
implies a noticeable diminution of the vacancy formation enthalpy
from 1.98eV for pure uranium to 1.7eV and 0.8eV for substitutional
and interstitial oxygen impurities.
5. Experimental results

5.1. Migration enthalpy

The as-received sample was black in color indicating a surface
oxide layer. The sample was placed in the beam line under vacuum
and heated while positron data was collected. Fig. 1 was taken from
Ref. [8] and shows the first 3 heating and cooling cycles. The sample
was heated to 450 K and cooled to room temperature (RT), then
heated to 600 K and cooled to RT, and finally heated to 800 K and
cooled to RT. The increase in the S-parameter is an indication va-
cancies are being created with increasing temperature. Equation
(9), with themigration energy and pre-exponential factor, was used
to fit the data for increasing temperatures only as is shown by the
green (in web version) line in Fig. 1.

These data show increasing vacancy concentrations and is
interpreted as impurities, such as oxygen atoms, diffusing from the
bulk, to the surface, and out into the vacuum, leaving vacancies in
their place. Substituting Sb¼ (0.443 ± 0.002)þ [(1.8 ± 0.6)� 10�6]T
and Sv ¼ (0.474 ± 0.001) into Equation (9) we calculate a migration
enthalpy of Hm ¼ (0.6 ± 0.1)eV. The W-parameter was fit with
300 400 500 600 700 800

0.450

0.455

0.460

0.465

0.470

0.475

 RT to 450K
 450K to RT
 RT to 650K
 650K to RT
 RT to 800K
 800K to RT
 Fit for heating

S

Temperature (K)

Fig. 1. S vs. T plot taken from Ref. [8] showing the first three heat cycles for an as-
received sample. A clear hysteresis develops after heating where the number of va-
cancies increases. A migration enthalpy of 0.6 ± 0.1 eV was fit to the data for only
increasing temperatures.
Equation (9) with Wb and Wv values of
(0.069 ± 0.001) þ [(6.3 ± 0.1) � 10�7]T, and (0.064 ± 0.001)
respectively, to find Hm ¼ (0.60 ± 0.04)eV.

For a different as-received sample, the temperature was
increased to 535 K in 25 min and held there for approximately 2 h
(see red data in Fig. 2). During this time, the S value rose to a final
value 7.2% greater than the as received bulk value. The data were fit
to Equation (10) giving j ¼ 0.058 ± 0.006 and tD ¼ 33 ± 6 min.
Another as-received sample was held at 547 K for 1.3 h (see Black
data in Fig. 2). The data were fit again to Equation (10) giving
j ¼ 0.063 ± 0.001 and tD ¼ 26 ± 5 min. Since tD ¼ a2D, we can
combine this with Equation (8) to solve for the migration enthalpy
a.different way [11],

t1

t2
¼ exp

��Hm

kb

�
1
T1

� 1
T2

��
: (12)

Whenwe use T1 ¼535 K and T2 ¼ 547 K along with their calculated
time constants (t1 and t2), we find Hm ¼ (0.5 ± 0.2) eV. This agrees
well with the migration enthalpy calculated using Equation (10).
Heat cycling the sample up to 800 K did not change the amount of
vacancies in the material; however, these vacancies were removed
once the sample was annealed at higher temperatures. This is
discussed in the next section.

5.2. Vacancy annealing

Once the sample was heated to 800 K and cooled to RT, subse-
quent heat cycling of the sample from RT to 800 K did not change
the amount of vacancies in the sample when measured at RT (see
Fig. 1). Once the sample was heated to a temperature past its first
phase transition (see Fig. 3-A and -B), we see the bulk S-parameter
(W-parameter) is lower (higher), indicating the vacancies created
by impurities are now being annealed out of the sample. After the
sample was heated past its second phase transition temperature,
the bulk S-parameter (W-parameter) is even lower (higher) still.

The S vs. W plot is a good way of determining the number of
defect types in a material [29]. Each different slope in the SW plot
represents a different defect type in the sample. In Fig. 4, we see the
energy dependent SW plots of the data from Fig. 3A and B. These
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S R
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Fig. 2. S vs. time for as received samples heated to 535 K (red circles) and 547 K (black
squares). The corresponding fit to Equation (10) is laid over top the data. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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data are a function of positron implantation depth. The as-received
sample data fall on a single slope line indicating the sample was
homogeneous for the depths we were able to probe (up to 1.7 mm).
When the sample was heated to 800 K and the bulk vacancies
increased, we see the SW slope has changed, indicating the defect
type changes after heating to 800 K.

For the samples annealed beyond the first and second phase
transition temperatures, we see parallel slopes for both annealing
treatments, different from the as-received and 800 K slope. The
temperature dependent SW plot for a sample annealed to 1200 K
was shown to have one slope for all three phases indicating a single
defect type [8].

The bulk S value was measured at RT after being annealed at
different temperatures up to 1270 K (see Fig. 5). This graph shows
heating the sample to the first phase transition will create va-
cancies. Then, when the sample is heated to the b-phase, the va-
cancies begin to anneal out. Holding a sample at the b-phase
lowered the S value to 0.4598 ± 0.0002 (only 0.4% higher than the
as-received RT bulk value) in 2.5 h.

After heating to temperatures past the second phase transition
into the g-phase, the S-parameter is now lower than the as-
received bulk S value.
5.3. Vacancy formation enthalpy

Sample A from Figs. 1 and 4 was heated again to 1200 K (see
black squares in Fig. 6). This time we do not see a rise in the S-
parameter until a temperature of 800 K. This shows the vacancies
created in Fig. 1 (red squares (in web version) in Fig. 6) are due to
oxygen (and other impurities) leaving the uranium and not from
thermally activated vacancies. Because the oxygen impurity
migration enthalpy is lower than the thermally activated vacancy
formation enthalpy, any impurities left in the sample will create
vacancies at lower temperatures and shift the activation curve to
lower temperatures resulting in a lower measured vacancy for-
mation enthalpy.

To determine the effects of residual oxygen, a new sample was
annealed in vacuum up to 1200 K and cooled to RT. The sample was
heated two more times to 1200 K while taking PAS data (see Fig. 7-
A and -B). We see both the S and W parameters vs. temperature at
1.7 mm below the samples surface are offset from each other. The
second annealing cycle shows an increase (decrease) in S (W) at a
lower temperature than the third cycle. The lines overlying the
points in Fig. 7-A and -B are the fits from Equation (9).

The corresponding bulk and vacancy S-parameters for the sec-
ond 1200 K annealed sample are
Sb ¼ (0.4345 ± 0.0005) þ [(6.48 ± 0.91) � 10�6]T and
Sv ¼ (0.462 ± 0.003) which results in a vacancy formation enthalpy
of (0.57 ± 0.02) eV. The bulk and vacancyW-parameters for the first
1200 K annealed sample are Wb ¼ (0.0766 ± 0.0005) -
[(2.1 ± 0.1)� 10�7]T andWv¼ (0.074 ± 0.002) resulting in a vacancy
formation enthalpy of (0.90 ± 0.02) eV.

The third annealed data bulk and vacancy S-parameters used in
the formation calculation were Sb(T) ¼ [(1.4 ± 0.1) � 10�5]
T þ (0.4325 ± 0.0063), and Sv ¼ (0.461 ± 0.002), leading to a
measured vacancy formation enthalpy of (1.6 ± 0.2) eV. The bulk
and vacancy W-parameters for the second 1200 K anneal were
Wb ¼ �[(2.8 ± 0.4) � 10�6]T þ (0.0778 ± 0.0002), and
Wv ¼ (0.0668 ± 0.0002), leading to a measured vacancy formation
enthalpy of (1.46 ± 0.08) eV.

One sample was etched in nitric acid for 10 min to remove the
oxide layer and then quickly placed in the vacuum chamber. As
mentioned before, the as-received sample was black in color, but
after etching it was silver and gray. This sample was heated the
sameway as the others described above. Therewere no increases in
the S-parameter until the temperatures reached 750e800 K. From
this data, a formation enthalpy of (1.6 ± 0.3) eV was calculated from
the S-parameter data.
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5.4. Coincidence Doppler broadening

The positron backscattering probability increases with atomic
number and incident energy [29]. Because we are analyzing ura-
nium at 66 keV and the sample is surrounded with titanium and
tantalum heat shields, coincidence measurements were performed
to ensure the annihilation parameters calculated are indeed from
the uranium sample and not from backscattered positrons annihi-
lating elsewhere or from photons scattering from the surrounding
environment. The coincidence measurement was taken after
annealing past 1200 K and the S bulk value was only 0.3% different
from that taken without coincidence which is much smaller than
the measurement error of 1.0%.

6. Discussion

Table 2 displays vacancy formation enthalpies of annealed
uranium from three different PAS experiments. The volume of the
uranium sample is also displayed for comparison. We see the
smaller sample produced a larger measured value for the vacancy
formation enthalpy. The value we report in Table 2 is the average
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Fig. 6. S vs. T data for Sample A and data fit to Equation (9) of the same
obtained from measuring a total of five different samples. Four of
the samples were heated in vacuum to remove the oxide layer, and
1 sample etched in nitric acid.

Many groups have used various theoretical methods to obtain
values of uranium and uranium oxide properties [15e43]. Recent
theoretical calculations are summarized in Table 3 and compared to
our work.

This work shows if there are remaining impurities in the sample,
they will migrate by vacancies from the bulk to the surface and will
lower the measured formation enthalpy. There remains the possi-
bility that the impurities could be trapped at grain boundaries, but
this would not be seen by positrons unless the diffusion length is on
the order of the size of the grain boundary.

Because of the size of the samples used by Matter et al. and
K€ogel et al., we believe they were not able to remove all of the
impurities from their uranium samples. We do not claim to have
removed 100% of the impurities in our sample, but because of our
much smaller size, we believe that our percent of impurities is
much lower. This would explain why their measured vacancy for-
mation enthalpies were much lower than our reported value ob-
tained by using a much smaller sample.
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sample after being annealed at 1200 K giving an Hf
v of (1.6 ± 0.2)eV.
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Fig. 7. A (Left). S vs. T plot with beam energy of 66 keV, 1.7 mm below the surface, and fit of Equation (9) using the S-parameter. There is a 64% difference in the measured Hf
v for a

sample containing residual oxygen. B (Right). W vs. T plot with beam energy of 66 keV, 1.7 mm below the surface, and fit of Equation (9) using the W-parameter. This time there is a
50% difference in the measured Hv

f for a sample containing residual oxygen impurities.

Table 2
Experimental Formation Enthalpy using PAS.

Source Hf
v (eV) Sample volume (mm3)

This work 1.6 ± 0.2 60
Matter 1.2 ± 0.25 3015
K€ogela 0.3 3451

a Error not reported.
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Matter et al. and K€ogel et al. also reported discontinuities in
their data at phase transition temperatures. They both stated the
discontinuities in the annihilation data were correlated to the dis-
continuities in the linear thermal expansion of uranium. Their data
show a larger jump in the annihilation radiation between the b to g
phase transition than between the a to b.

However, in the data summary in Touloukian et al. [3] there is a
larger jump in the linear expansion between the a to b phase
transition than between the b to g phase transition. From Fig. 7-A
and -B, we only see larger discontinuities for the data with residual
oxygen leading us to believe oxygen could play a role in the phase
transformation of uranium.

We did not directly measure oxygen leaving the system but our
work has shown at temperatures of 450 K impurity migration in-
creases; this matches the results from Senanayake et al. where they
show an increase in the rate of oxygen diffusion from the bulk to
the surface. The same paper shows XPS data of polycrystalline U
metal with a surface oxide layer consisting of mainly UO2 that was
successively annealed at 800 K for 30min at a time. They concluded
that oxygen was diffusing from the bulk to the surface, then into
Table 3
Calculated formation enthalpy.

Source/Year Hf
v (eV) Method

This work 1.98a/2.22b DFTePAW
Beeler/2012 1.61 MEAM
Taylor/2008 1.95 DFTePAW

DFT, density functional theory.
MEA, modified embedded-atom method interatomic potential.
PAW, with projector augmented wave pseudopotentials.

a GGA, generalized gradient approximation.
b LDA, local density approximation.
vacuum, resulting in a partial restoration of the U metal. It is
possible that if they were to anneal at higher temperatures, like we
did, they could have seen a full restoration of the U metal.

Our measured characteristic time constant for impurity vacancy
creation was 33 min at a temperature of 535 K and 26 min at a
temperature of 547 K. As expected from theory and seen in Fig. 2,
the time constant will be longer at lower temperatures and shorter
at higher temperatures. Since the heating rate for the sample in
Figs. 1 and 6 was 1 K/min and the time constant between 450 K and
650 K varied by two orders of magnitude, we expect the higher
temperature data in Fig. 6 will be distorted from the time evolution
part of the solution to the diffusion equation.

This distortion would lead to a greater curvature at higher
temperatures and cause the fitting algorithm to produce a larger
pre-exponential and a lower migration energy and formation
enthalpy. Thus, our reported values for themigration and formation
enthalpies are a lower limit of the true value. This supports the
VASP calculation that is 23% greater than the PAS measurement.

Fig. 7-A and -B show there is a 50e65% lower measured for-
mation enthalpy during heating after the oxide layer has been
removed but when oxygen and impurities are still desorbing from
the bulk of the sample to the surface. This is supported by our
recent calculations where the enthalpy is lowered by 23% when
oxygen is introduced substitutionally into the lattice and 64% when
oxygen is introduced into the lattice interstitially.

We were unable to find a direct comparison for oxygen migra-
tion in U metal in the literature but, our measured migration
enthalpy is comparable with the previously measured value ob-
tained by Kim et al. [28] where they used 18O as a tracer to measure
oxygen migration enthalpy in sub-stoichiometric UO2-X to be
Hm ¼ (0.51 ± 0.1)eV. It is interesting to point out that the migration
enthalpies of UO2þX, UO2, and UO2-X are reported by Murch et al. to
be 0.64, 0.52, and 0.51 eV.
7. Conclusion

PAS measurements and VASP calculations were used to show
oxygen impurities are responsible for lower measured values of
vacancy formation enthalpies. We have calculated the Hv

f for
polycrystalline depleted uranium using PAS techniques and
compared our results to previously reported values. The average Hf

v
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of a well annealed U metal when fitting the PAS S and W param-
eters was 1.6 ± 0.2 eV. This value is a lower limit to the actual value
because of the time evolution contribution and is lower than the
actual formation enthalpy. It is in reasonable agreement with pre-
viously reported theoretical values and our more recent VASP
calculation of 1.98 eV. The oxygen migration enthalpy was
measured to be 0.6 ± 0.1 eV which is also a lower limit of the true
value.

The vacancies left after removing impurities by heating the
samples between RT to the first phase transition temperature are
reduced once the sample is heated past the first phase transition
temperature as indicated by the decrease in the PAS S-parameter.
Further heating to the second phase transition reduces the S-
parameter further indicating fewer vacancies or changes to the
positron interaction with the bulk uranium.

The two detector coincidence PAS measurements could be used
in the future to identify the impurity-vacancy chemistry. Positron
lifetime as a function of the uranium temperature could be used to
identify the vacancy type. In order to measure a more accurate
value of the formation enthalpy, a pure single crystal sample of
metallic U needs to be measured. A pure single crystal sample of
UO2 could be used to accurately measure the oxygen migration
enthalpy. Finally, it would be of interest to measure the Hf

v of ura-
nium alloys used in reactor design such as UeMo and UeZr.
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